


Hello,

As we step into a new decade and a new year, it is time to know what next year has in store for us.
Clickastro's Yearly Horoscope is here to answer your questions regarding family, health, career, wealth and

other aspects of your life for the year 2022.

This personalised 2022 Yearly Horoscope is your essential guide to a better new year. It will guide you to
have a fruitful year through the Varshaphal predictions and the detailed monthly predictions.

The Varshaphal, based on the Tajika system, is a compressed annual prediction based on your birth details.
The monthly forecasts take you through the combined effects of Sun and Jupiter transit with reference to
the position of Moon in your birth chart. Additionally, the Ashtakavarga system has helped us give you a

more detailed and personalised study of what you may face each month.

We hope this report helps you lead a productive and joyful year ahead!
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Your basic astrology detailsYour basic astrology details

NameName : Lokesh Rahul

SexSex : Male

Date of BirthDate of Birth : 18 April, 1992 Saturday

Time of Birth Time of Birth (Hr.Min.Sec)(Hr.Min.Sec) : 12:00:00 AM Standard Time

Time ZoneTime Zone (Hrs.Mins) (Hrs.Mins) : 05:30 East of Greenwich

Time CorrectionTime Correction : Standard Time

Place of BirthPlace of Birth : Mangalore

Longitude Longitude (Deg.Mins)(Deg.Mins) : 74.50 East

Latitude Latitude (Deg.Mins)(Deg.Mins) : 12.54 North

AyanamsaAyanamsa : Chitra Paksha = 23 Deg. 45 Min. 14 Sec.

Dasa SystemDasa System : Vimshottari, Years = 365.25 Days

Birth StarBirth Star : Chothi

Star Pada (Quarter)Star Pada (Quarter) : 2

Star LordStar Lord : Rahu

Birth RasiBirth Rasi : Tula

Rasi LordRasi Lord : Venus

Lagna (Ascendant)Lagna (Ascendant) : Dhanu

Lagna LordLagna Lord : Jupiter

Thidhi (Lunar Day)Thidhi (Lunar Day) : Prathama, Krishnapaksha

KaranamKaranam : Kaulava

Nithya YogaNithya Yoga : Vajra

Sunrise (Hrs.Mins)Sunrise (Hrs.Mins) : 06:16 AM Standard Time

Sunset (Hrs.Mins)Sunset (Hrs.Mins) : 06:43 PM Standard Time

Astrological Day of BirthAstrological Day of Birth : Friday

Local Mean Time (LMT)Local Mean Time (LMT) : Standard Time - 31 Min.
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Nirayana Longitude of Planets at BirthNirayana Longitude of Planets at Birth

Nirayana Longitude of Planets

The Indian system of astrology is based on the nirayana longitude planets, which is obtained by subtracting the
ayanamsa value from the sayana longitudes, calculated as per western system.

There are different basis for calculating ayanamsa. The method selected here is :Chitra Paksha = 23Deg.45
Min.13 Sec.

Planet Longitude Deg:Min:Sec Rasi Long. in Rasi Deg:Min:Sec Star Pada

Lagnam 258:7:30 Dhanu 18:7:30 Pooradam 2

Moon 191:36:34 Tula 11:36:34 Chothi 2

Sun 4:14:3 Medam 4:14:3 Aswati 2

Mercury 337:55:49 Meena 7:55:49 Uthrattathi 2

Venus 349:9:0 Meena 19:9:0 Revathi 1

Mars 322:16:16 Kumba 22:16:16 Pooruttathi 1

Jupiter 131:8:23 Chingam 11:8:23 Retro Makam 4

Saturn 293:24:24 Makara 23:24:24 Avittam 1

Rahu 250:20:44 Dhanu 10:20:44 Moolam 4

Ketu 70:20:44 Mithuna 10:20:44 Thiruvathira 2

Gulika 282:40:10 Makara 12:40:10 Thiruvonam 1

Birth rashi chartBirth rashi chart

Rasi

Sun Ket

Jup

Moo
Rah

Lag

Sat

Gul

Mar

Mer

Ven

Chothi
18-April-1992
12:00:00 AM

Rasi
Latitude +12.54

Longitude -74.50

Dasa balance at birth = Rahu 11 Years, 3 Months, 28 Days
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Varsha PhalVarsha Phal

Varsha PhalVarsha Phal

The sun transits one circle of 360 degrees of the zodiac in a whole year. To analyse the results for a specific year
of your life, a horocope is cast for the time when the Sun in transit reaches exactly where it was at the time of
your birth.This horoscope is used to predict events and foretell your life for that particular year.The annual or
progressed horoscope is similar to that of the Siderial Solar Return chart in Western Astrology.

Varshaphal is also known as the Tajaka or Tajik system of astrology. Of the many writers,Nilakanta and Kesava
are the two great authors who have written elaborately on the Tajik system.

The annual horoscope analysis and predictions given here are based on the principles of the Tajik system. The
point called Varshapravesh,is the entry into the new year and has great significance.This is calculated as per the
elaborate methods suggested in the ancient texts.The day of the week of your birth,is also considered for
Varshapravesh. Apart from the ascendant in the annual chart, called Varsha Lagna other important influences
analysed are that of the Muntha, the Lord of Muntha and the Lord of the year.

There are wide differences in rules, for judging a horoscope under the Parasara system and the Varshaphal. The
set of rules for aspects and combinations in the two systems are distinct. The strength of the planets are
ascertained by Panchavargiya Bala rather than Shadbala,as in the Parasara system.

In the foregoing analysis, you can see that the effects of various factors are sometimes contradictory and at times
reinforcing.While some unfavourable influences are neutralised by favourable factors, often you will experience
all these at least partially at sometime during the year. An overall judgement of the year ahead is given at the end
of each annual forecast.

Please remember that the Varshaphal period covers an entire year from the day of Varshapravesh,which is
approximately from one birthday to another.

The predictions given here are indications of the fortunes ahead and you can surely surmount any hard times,by
your diligence,will-power and the grace of God.

Moo = Moon

Ven = Venus

Sat = Saturn

Sun = Sun

Mar = Mars

Rah = Rahu

Mer = Mercury

Jup = Jupiter

Ket = Ketu

Lag = Lagnam

Gul = Gulika
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Forecast from 1-January-2022 to 18-April-2022 Year : : 30Forecast from 1-January-2022 to 18-April-2022 Year : : 30

Forecast from 1-January-2022 to 18-April-2022 Year : :
30

Note: Varshapravesh takes place around your birthday. Varshaphal predictions are made from one
Varshapravesh to the next. So to give you the complete predictions of a year (2022), we have included the
predictions from your previous Varshaphal below. The predictions for your new Varshapravesh follow this
section.

VarshapraveshVarshapravesh

Date : 18-April-2021

Time : 10.25.42 AM

Annual forecast is applicable for one year starting from the date of Varshapravesh. The longitude of planets and
the annual chart for the time of varshapravesh are given below.

Nirayana longitudes of planets at varshapraveshNirayana longitudes of planets at varshapravesh

The Indian system of astrology is based on the nirayana longitude planets, which is obtained by subtracting the
ayanamsa value from the sayana longitudes, calculated as per western system.

There are different basis for calculating ayanamsa. The method selected here is :Chitra Paksha = 24Deg.8 Min.58
Sec.

Planet Longitude Deg:Min:Sec Rasi Long. in Rasi Deg:Min:Sec Star Pada

Lagnam 66:45:20 Mithuna 6:45:20 Thiruvathira 1

Moon 70:36:18 Mithuna 10:36:18 Thiruvathira 2

Sun 4:14:13 Medam 4:14:13 Aswati 2

Mercury 3:15:20 Medam 3:15:20 Aswati 1

Venus 10:6:23 Medam 10:6:23 Aswati 4

Mars 62:38:55 Mithuna 2:38:55 Makiryam 3

Jupiter 302:13:4 Kumba 2:13:4 Avittam 3

Saturn 288:22:27 Makara 18:22:27 Thiruvonam 3

Rahu 49:1:53 Edavam 19:1:53 Rohini 3

Ketu 229:1:53 Vrischika 19:1:53 Thriketta 1

Gulika 160:48:45 Kanni 10:48:45 Atham 1

Annual chart (Muntha)Annual chart (Muntha)

Varshapravesh

Nirayana Longitude of Planets
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Annual chart (Muntha)Annual chart (Muntha)

Sun

MerVen

Rah

Mu

Moo

MarLag

GulKet

Sat

Jup
Thiruvathira
18-April-2021
10:25:42 AM

Annual Chart
Latitude +12.54

Longitude -74.50

Muntha : Edavam

Harsha balaHarsha bala

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

First Strength 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Second Strength 0 5 0 0 0 0 5

Third Strength 5 5 0 0 0 0 5

Fourth Strength 0 5 0 0 5 5 0

Total 5 15 0 0 5 5 10

strength Weak full nil nil Weak Weak med

Pancha-vargeeya balaPancha-vargeeya bala

Annual Chart

Moo = Moon

Ven = Venus

Sat = Saturn

Sun = Sun

Mar = Mars

Rah = Rahu

Mer = Mercury

Jup = Jupiter

Ket = Ketu

Lag = Lagnam

Gul = Gulika

Mu = Muntha

Harsha Bala
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Pancha-vargeeya balaPancha-vargeeya bala

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

Kshetra 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 22.5 15.0 30.0

Uccha 15.822 19.36 2.028 18.544 6.15 3.024 10.181

Hadda 11.25 11.25 11.25 15.0 11.25 11.25 3.75

Drekkana 2.5 7.5 7.5 2.5 7.5 7.5 5.0

Navamsa 2.5 1.25 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 1.25

Total 54.572 61.86 47.028 62.294 51.15 40.524 50.181

Vimsopaka 13.643 15.465 11.757 15.574 12.788 10.131 12.545

strength full extra full extra full full full

Varsheshwara candidatesVarsheshwara candidates

Office Planet Vimsopaka Strength Aspect on Lagna Eligible or not

Muntha Lord Venus 15.574 Friendly Yes

Birth Lagna Lord Jupiter 10.131 Friendly Yes

Varsha Lagna Lord Mercury 11.757 Friendly Yes

Tri-Rasi Lord Saturn 12.545 No Aspect No

Din-Ratri Lord Mars 12.788 Inimical Yes

Among the eligible planets, Venus has the highest strength.

Venus is selected as Varsheshwara ( Lord of The Year )

Effect of munthaEffect of muntha

Muntha is a sensitive point in the annual horoscope. Muntha moves by one rasi per year from the birth
ascendant. The position of Muntha in the annual chart has a significant effect on the results one can expect
during the year.

Position of Muntha in the twelfth house indicates an increase in your expenditure. At this stage of your life, be
prudent about spending and its time you budgeted your expenses too !! Choose your company thoughtfully.
There is the chance to get mixed up with people of doubtful repute. Remember that vices once picked up are
hard to shirk off. Do not despair if you are not rewarded enough for your efforts. Through patience and
diligence, you will acheive the goals you have set for yourself. There could be a change in your position or place
of work or stay .Try and avoid postings at faraway places.

Pancha-Vargiya Bala

Varsheshwara Candidates

Effect of Muntha
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Lord of munthaLord of muntha

The lord of the house where Muntha is placed is called Munthesh, the Lord of Muntha. The effect of Munthesh is
only secondary to that of Muntha.

In this case, while Muntha is placed unfavourably, the Lord of Muntha is in a good position. This minimises some
of the bad effects given by Muntha. Also, there will be progress in some areas during the year.

The lord of Muntha is in the eleventh house. For you, this year indicates certain gains at work or otherwise. You
could do better at your career than you ever thought you would. You will be a popular man among your family
and friends and even in your neighbourhood.

Lord of yearLord of year

Varsheswara, the lord of the year is selected based on various factors as shown above. The lord of the year has a
significant influence on the events that unfold during the year. The strength of the planet is also an important
consideration.

Venus is the lord of the year and is strong. This year, conjugal happiness and domestic harmony will be there for
you. Good health will follow you and you will be successful in sports and games too. You will have an aptitude for
advanced sciences. There could be the acquisition of jewelry or property for you or your family. You could get
more interested in sexual pleasures. The luxury articles you have, will give you a comfortable and happy life at
home.

Birth LagnaBirth Lagna

The position of birth lagna in relation to varsha lagna has special significance.

Birth lagna is the annual seventh house. This year, you could be part of some auspicious celebrations. Its a good
time for romance or even marriage. You will develop new associations which will prove helpful.

Planet in housesPlanet in houses

Lord of Muntha

Lord of the year

Birth Lagna
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Planet in housesPlanet in houses

The effects due to the position of planets in different houses of the annual chart are outlined below. These
influences modify the intensity of good and bad results forecast based on the parameters analysed earlier.

Moon occupies the first house. This indicates dispute with public, mental worry without visible cause, fever,
cough and asthma, eye diseases, failure in love affairs, opposition from superiors and loss of wealth.

Sun occupies the eleventh house. This points to gains from government, good income, easy life, but likely health
problems for children.

Mercury occupies the eleventh house. This points to new trade and business contacts, unpleasant situations with
women, good income but some unexpected losses.

Venus occupies the eleventh house. This indicates unexpected possession of gold and precious stones, progress
of children and satisfying love life.

Mars is in the first house. This indicates ulcer, rheumatism, disputes with enemies, head and eye troubles, pain
in joints, vomiting, danger of fire or injury due to falling objects.

Jupiter is positioned in the ninth house. This points to an increase in interest in religious matters, charitable
deeds, pilgrimage and righteous deeds and social eminence.

The eighth house is occupied by Saturn. This points to possible set backs in career, chronic illness, theft and
losses.

Rahu is in the twelfth house. This indicates change of residence or job, disregard of social conventions, death of
trusted servants or subordinates, stomach and ear complaints and restrictions placed on your freedom.

Ketu occupies the sixth house. This points to starting of an educational centre, happiness at home, honour in
public, respect in the community, smooth sailing in all affairs.

Summary - Effect of planet in housesSummary - Effect of planet in houses

PlanetPlanet EffectEffect

Moon Unfavourable

Sun Mixed Results

Mercury Mixed Results

Venus Favourable

Mars Unfavourable

Jupiter Favourable

Saturn Unfavourable

Rahu Unfavourable

Ketu Favourable

Overall effect of planets in houses: Unfavourable

Combined effect of planet analysedCombined effect of planet analysed

Planets in houses

Summary of effects of planets in houses
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Combined effect of planet analysedCombined effect of planet analysed

FactorFactor EffectEffect

Muntha Unfavourable

Muntha Lord Favourable

Varsheshwara Favourable

Birth Lagna Favourable

Planets in Houses Unfavourable

Combined astrological rating Combined astrological rating - 60 %- 60 %

Combined effect of factors analysed

Combined astrological rating for the year - 60 %

60%
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Forecast from 18-April-2022 to 31-December-2022 Year : : 31Forecast from 18-April-2022 to 31-December-2022 Year : : 31

Forecast from 18-April-2022 to 31-December-2022 Year :
: 31

VarshapraveshVarshapravesh

Date : 18-April-2022

Time : 04.34.52 PM

Annual forecast is applicable for one year starting from the date of Varshapravesh. The longitude of planets and
the annual chart for the time of varshapravesh are given below.

Nirayana longitudes of planets at varshapraveshNirayana longitudes of planets at varshapravesh

The Indian system of astrology is based on the nirayana longitude planets, which is obtained by subtracting the
ayanamsa value from the sayana longitudes, calculated as per western system.

There are different basis for calculating ayanamsa. The method selected here is :Chitra Paksha = 24Deg.9 Min.51
Sec.

Planet Longitude Deg:Min:Sec Rasi Long. in Rasi Deg:Min:Sec Star Pada

Lagnam 153:27:7 Kanni 3:27:7 Uthram 3

Moon 206:38:44 Tula 26:38:44 Vishakham 2

Sun 4:14:7 Medam 4:14:7 Aswati 2

Mercury 20:6:47 Medam 20:6:47 Bharani 3

Venus 319:50:4 Kumba 19:50:4 Chathayam 4

Mars 308:21:20 Kumba 8:21:20 Chathayam 1

Jupiter 331:7:32 Meena 1:7:32 Pooruttathi 4

Saturn 299:18:35 Makara 29:18:35 Avittam 2

Rahu 29:40:32 Medam 29:40:32 Kartika 1

Ketu 209:40:32 Tula 29:40:32 Vishakham 3

Gulika 135:54:8 Chingam 15:54:8 Pooram 1

Annual chart (Muntha)Annual chart (Muntha)

Varshapravesh

Nirayana Longitude of Planets
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Annual chart (Muntha)Annual chart (Muntha)

Sun

MerRah
Mu

Gul

Lag
Moo

Ket

Sat

Ven

Mar

Jup

Vishakham
18-April-2022
04:34:52 AM

Annual Chart
Latitude +12.54

Longitude -74.50

Muntha : Mithuna

Harsha balaHarsha bala

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

First Strength 0 0 0 0 5 0 0

Second Strength 0 5 0 0 0 5 5

Third Strength 5 0 5 0 5 0 0

Fourth Strength 0 5 0 0 5 5 0

Total 5 10 5 0 15 10 5

strength Weak med Weak nil full med Weak

Pancha-vargeeya balaPancha-vargeeya bala

Annual Chart

Moo = Moon

Ven = Venus

Sat = Saturn

Sun = Sun

Mar = Mars

Rah = Rahu

Mer = Mercury

Jup = Jupiter

Ket = Ketu

Lag = Lagnam

Gul = Gulika

Mu = Muntha

Harsha Bala
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Pancha-vargeeya balaPancha-vargeeya bala

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

Kshetra 22.5 22.5 22.5 15.0 15.0 30.0 30.0

Uccha 0.706 19.359 3.901 15.871 18.849 6.236 8.966

Hadda 11.25 7.5 11.25 7.5 11.25 7.5 7.5

Drekkana 5.0 7.5 7.5 7.5 2.5 7.5 2.5

Navamsa 3.75 3.75 3.75 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.25

Total 43.206 60.609 48.901 48.371 50.099 53.736 50.216

Vimsopaka 10.802 15.152 12.225 12.093 12.525 13.434 12.554

strength full extra full full full full full

Varsheshwara candidatesVarsheshwara candidates

Office Planet Vimsopaka Strength Aspect on Lagna Eligible or not

Muntha Lord Mercury 12.225 No Aspect No

Birth Lagna Lord Jupiter 13.434 Inimical Yes

Varsha Lagna Lord Mercury 12.225 No Aspect No

Tri-Rasi Lord Moon 10.802 No Aspect No

Din-Ratri Lord Mars 12.525 No Aspect No

Among the eligible planets, Jupiter has the highest strength.

Jupiter is selected as Varsheshwara ( Lord of The Year )

Effect of munthaEffect of muntha

Muntha is a sensitive point in the annual horoscope. Muntha moves by one rasi per year from the birth
ascendant. The position of Muntha in the annual chart has a significant effect on the results one can expect
during the year.

Muntha is in the tenth house. During this phase, you will do better at your career and travel in comfort wherever
you go. There could be acquisition of some property or you could gain some luxurious articles. Besides, its a
good time to get yourself a new vehicle!! Your seniors will be favourably inclined to you and your enthusiastic
ideas. You will acheive the goals you seriously pursue. Take life in its stride to acheive a happy and contented
state of mind.

Lord of munthaLord of muntha

Pancha-Vargiya Bala

Varsheshwara Candidates

Effect of Muntha
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Lord of munthaLord of muntha

The lord of the house where Muntha is placed is called Munthesh, the Lord of Muntha. The effect of Munthesh is
only secondary to that of Muntha.

In this case, while Muntha is placed well, the Lord of Muntha is in an unfavourable position. This nullifies some of
the good effects given by Muntha. Also, some difficulties will be experienced during the year.

Lord of Muntha is in the eighth house. For you, this year indicates some health problems. Hence, do not
overwork yourself and do try to rest your body adequately. Do not associate yourself with those of disrepute.
And plan ahead as there could be some financial difficulties coming up.

Lord of yearLord of year

Varsheswara, the lord of the year is selected based on various factors as shown above. The lord of the year has a
significant influence on the events that unfold during the year. The strength of the planet is also an important
consideration.

Jupiter is the lord of the year and is strong. You will be a popular man, this year. Your self-confidence will go
immensely. You have the chance to discover a new source of wealth. By and large, you will be a man of generous
instincts and deeds. Prospects are bright for a new born in the family. End of chronic problem is in sight. Your
fervent efforts will bring you honours and distinctions. You will reap more than what you sow. You could visit
holy shrines and places of pilgrimage, this year.

Birth LagnaBirth Lagna

The position of birth lagna in relation to varsha lagna has special significance.

Birth lagna is the annual fourth house. This year points to a period of happiness and domestic bliss. Its a good
time to acquire any property or vehicles. Comforts in life and financial gains are indicated for you. You will enjoy
popularity among your family and friends, during this period.

Planet in housesPlanet in houses

Lord of Muntha

Lord of the year

Birth Lagna
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Planet in housesPlanet in houses

The effects due to the position of planets in different houses of the annual chart are outlined below. These
influences modify the intensity of good and bad results forecast based on the parameters analysed earlier.

Moon occupies the second house and is afflicted. This indicates distress to family members and eye diseases.

The eighth house is occupied by the Sun. This cautions of tension and opposition from near and dear ones,
illness in the family and minor health problems such as boils for children.

The eighth house is occupied by Mercury. This points to cough and serious phlegmatic complaints, red eyes, viral
fever, skin problems, nervousness and dejection, increase in expenses and anxiety.

Venus occupies the sixth house. This points to unexpected disputes with the public, persecution by enemies,
severe head ache and mental worry, digestive complications.

Mars occupies the sixth house. This points to defeat of enemies, success for ones party, gains from friends and
happiness in the family.

Jupiter is seen in the seventh house. This indicates happiness from female family members, success, fearlessness
and winning over enemies.

Saturn is placed in the fifth house. This cautions of serious illness and all sorts of afflictions, mental abberation
and uneasiness and fear of action by state.

The eighth house is occupied by Rahu. This indicates diarrhoea or high fever, undesirable happenings and
events.

Ketu is positioned in second house. This points to health and wealth problems.

Summary - Effect of planet in housesSummary - Effect of planet in houses

PlanetPlanet EffectEffect

Moon Unfavourable

Sun Unfavourable

Mercury Unfavourable

Venus Unfavourable

Mars Favourable

Jupiter Favourable

Saturn Unfavourable

Rahu Unfavourable

Ketu Unfavourable

Overall effect of planets in houses: Unfavourable

Combined effect of planet analysedCombined effect of planet analysed

Planets in houses

Summary of effects of planets in houses
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Combined effect of planet analysedCombined effect of planet analysed

FactorFactor EffectEffect

Muntha Favourable

Muntha Lord Unfavourable

Varsheshwara Favourable

Birth Lagna Favourable

Planets in Houses Unfavourable

Combined astrological rating Combined astrological rating - 60 %- 60 %

Combined effect of factors analysed

Combined astrological rating for the year - 60 %

60%
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Monthly prediction - using Sun transit & AshtakavargaMonthly prediction - using Sun transit & Ashtakavarga

Monthly predictionMonthly prediction

The following monthly predictions are made by considering the current position of the Sun and Jupiter with
reference to the Moon in your birth chart. The Sun travels through a zodiac in around a month, while Jupiter
takes about a year. Though the effect of Sun transit is considered generic, we have personalised the predictions
further by calculating the Sarvashtakavarga points in the rasi through which Sun is transiting. Ashtakavarga plays
a significant role in transit predictions, and it uses a system of points based upon planetary positions in your
birth chart. This monthly report is a combination of the effects of both the Sun and Jupiter and will guide you to
have a better year.

Sarva Ashtakavarga ChartSarva Ashtakavarga Chart

20 31 24

28

31

22273232

32

28

30

Sarva
Ashtakavarga

337

14-1-2022 >>>> 13-2-202214-1-2022 >>>> 13-2-2022

Transiting Rasi of Sun : Makara ( Sarvashtavarga Points : 32 )

Transiting Rasi of Jupiter : Kumba

Your focus would be on family life now! This period can bring some good things into your life too. You may take
up the responsibilities and prove your commitment to family members. The elders in the family might be
expecting your support. You may have some maintenance work or enjoy luxuries at home. Avoiding silly talks
would help you to maintain peace at home. It’s an excellent time to study some new subjects! You may show
interest in romance, creativity and spirituality. You would also do some social work for which you can expect the
support of people and authorities. Your family members should focus on maintaining good health. Whatever
issues you face now will diminish away slowly.

13-2-2022 >>>> 15-3-202213-2-2022 >>>> 15-3-2022

Sarva Ashtakavarga Chart

14-1-2022 >>>> 13-2-2022
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13-2-2022 >>>> 15-3-202213-2-2022 >>>> 15-3-2022

Transiting Rasi of Sun : Kumba ( Sarvashtavarga Points : 28 )

Transiting Rasi of Jupiter : Kumba

You may support your youngsters in this period. You can have some material comforts, and be happy with what
you possess. Trying to gain wealth wouldn’t be easy now as all your pursuits would get complicated. Sensitive
matters such as romance might add to your complications. Focusing on spiritual and charity deeds will keep you
happy. You’ll be appreciated by all if you indulge in social activities. You can expect the support of people and
authorities in such deeds. It’s a good time to study something new too. You may get the opportunity to read
ancient scriptures that refresh your mind, body and soul. All the issues you face will slowly diminish at the end of
this period.

15-3-2022 >>>> 14-4-202215-3-2022 >>>> 14-4-2022

Transiting Rasi of Sun : Meena ( Sarvashtavarga Points : 30 )

Transiting Rasi of Jupiter : Kumba

The beginning of this period can be a bit demotivating. There shall be some struggles including financial issues
during the initial days. You may have to take up a lot of duties too. Anyway, you will show the sufficient mental
and emotional strength to survive all the challenges. You would also feel more relaxed during the later phase of
the period. Some good things can happen such as increase in material comforts. You might show interest in
romance, creativity and spirituality. The support of people and authorities can be expected in social works. You
would get new contacts and study new subjects. Focus on maintaining good health too.

14-4-2022 >>>> 15-5-202214-4-2022 >>>> 15-5-2022

Transiting Rasi of Sun : Medam ( Sarvashtavarga Points : 20 )

Transiting Rasi of Jupiter : Meena

The transit of Jupiter through the sixth house of debts diseases and enemies indicates challenges. Your primary
challenges will be from finances and health. The lower abdomen area will be very sensitive, so you will have to
take care of your diet and digestion. There will be some challenges regarding finances as well, so don't get into
any complex financial deals. Please try to save money; otherwise, there will be long-term financial challenges.
You will have to be careful with your official duties as well. The annual solar transit will impact your relationships,
and this is not the right place for the Sun.

15-5-2022 >>>> 15-6-202215-5-2022 >>>> 15-6-2022

13-2-2022 >>>> 15-3-2022

15-3-2022 >>>> 14-4-2022

14-4-2022 >>>> 15-5-2022
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15-5-2022 >>>> 15-6-202215-5-2022 >>>> 15-6-2022

Transiting Rasi of Sun : Edavam ( Sarvashtavarga Points : 31 )

Transiting Rasi of Jupiter : Meena

This period might test your stability with some struggles and competitions. Do not worry; you could overcome
these challenges through detailed analysis of situations and practical solutions. The challenges might include
temporary financial issues. You may have to support the family by cutting down the expenses. The youngsters
and the elder male members in the family might need your attention and care. Your love life wouldn’t be at its
best. Maintaining unity with all, especially with your colleagues will keep your position safe. Sleep disturbances or
minor ailments related to facial and private organs might occur. All these problems will vanish at the end of this
period.

15-6-2022 >>>> 16-7-202215-6-2022 >>>> 16-7-2022

Transiting Rasi of Sun : Mithuna ( Sarvashtavarga Points : 24 )

Transiting Rasi of Jupiter : Meena

During this transit, you will be focused on your work and that will be a little stressful. There are chances for long
as well as short trips and short projects. There will be a lot of activities regarding writing and publishing. During
this transit, serious conversations with your colleagues can come up. Emotional issues can also come up and
work can be the major reason for that. You will spend more time on prayer and meditation. Your lower abdomen
is also very sensitive and that will bring minor issues. This is a complex transit to take care of your health and
vitality.

16-7-2022 >>>> 17-8-202216-7-2022 >>>> 17-8-2022

Transiting Rasi of Sun : Karkata ( Sarvashtavarga Points : 28 )

Transiting Rasi of Jupiter : Meena

Your ego and self-reliance will have a hike. This is good to a certain extent. Beyond that limit, it will work against
you. You should behave wisely to get productive and improve your social and career status. Otherwise, the
situations get worse. You should note that this period might test your stability with some struggles. So, you have
to rely on detailed analyses of situations and practical solutions. You would get opportunities to connect with
people in power and can expect their support. You should maintain good relations with superiors, managers and
colleagues. Your colleagues can turn competitors now! There can be some charity deeds. Your good karma will
bring progress and bad karma will put you in the back row. Take care of your health. You will be a stronger
individual, towards the end of this period.

17-8-2022 >>>> 17-9-202217-8-2022 >>>> 17-9-2022

15-5-2022 >>>> 15-6-2022

15-6-2022 >>>> 16-7-2022

16-7-2022 >>>> 17-8-2022
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17-8-2022 >>>> 17-9-202217-8-2022 >>>> 17-9-2022

Transiting Rasi of Sun : Chingam ( Sarvashtavarga Points : 31 )

Transiting Rasi of Jupiter : Meena

You will try to fulfil your hopes and desires now. Do not wish for anything too big as you can expect only
intermediate results. You should note that this period would test your stability with some struggles and
challenges. So, your focus should be on analysis of situations and finding practical solutions. You have to
maintain good relations with all, especially with your colleagues who would turn competitors now. You may get
opportunities to improve your career, and should use them. Be careful with your health and wealth. Some
financial gains can be expected in the second half of this period. Always seek a second opinion as your solo
decisions can get disastrous. Be thoughtful while accepting new teams and friendships, or it may work against
your interest.

17-9-2022 >>>> 17-10-202217-9-2022 >>>> 17-10-2022

Transiting Rasi of Sun : Kanni ( Sarvashtavarga Points : 22 )

Transiting Rasi of Jupiter : Meena

For the time being your workplace is very much triggered as Jupiter is there. You have to take care of your health
and well being otherwise there will be dullness. You have to take care of your food and nutrition otherwise you
can get issues like food poisoning. You will try to look for a new health regime or a diet. There are chances for
arguments with teammates and that will be another headache. You should be ready for adjustments and be
flexible at work. You should be very careful with what you speak in an official capacity. Please try to spend more
time in prayer and meditation as well.

17-10-2022 >>>> 16-11-202217-10-2022 >>>> 16-11-2022

Transiting Rasi of Sun : Tula ( Sarvashtavarga Points : 27 )

Transiting Rasi of Jupiter : Meena

This will be a complex transit and it will reflect on your personal life and health. You need more focus at work and
better research regarding your work. There will naturally be some issues at the work regarding perfection, but
you will manage it. In this pursuit, you will have arguments or plenty of conversations with your colleagues.
There will be a lot of rework and corrections as well. Health-wise also, you need to take care and there are
chances for improvement. You will have to take up multiple projects at work and that can make your life very
hectic too. Please understand that the situations are delicate and don’t take up additional responsibilities from
your personal life. You may try to get new projects

16-11-2022 >>>> 16-12-202216-11-2022 >>>> 16-12-2022

17-8-2022 >>>> 17-9-2022

17-9-2022 >>>> 17-10-2022

17-10-2022 >>>> 16-11-2022
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16-11-2022 >>>> 16-12-202216-11-2022 >>>> 16-12-2022

Transiting Rasi of Sun : Vrischika ( Sarvashtavarga Points : 32 )

Transiting Rasi of Jupiter : Meena

This period would test your stability with some struggles and competitions. Do not worry as you can overcome
all these challenges through thorough analysis and practical solutions. At the end of this period, you will be
stronger than what you are now! Developing your skills or doing something productive is the best thing
recommended for you. You will have its benefits later. Your heightened ego might spur some arguments at
home. Try to maintain unity with all, especially with your colleagues. Your family might face some financial
challenges. Focus on savings, and you can overcome those issues slowly. Beware of tricky people who come up
with financial schemes. Your body, especially the facial organs may require more attention.

16-12-2022 >>>> 14-1-202316-12-2022 >>>> 14-1-2023

Transiting Rasi of Sun : Dhanu ( Sarvashtavarga Points : 32 )

Transiting Rasi of Jupiter : Meena

This period would test your mental strength with some struggles and competitions. You would show more
courage this time, which helps you to face these challenges. Analysing the situations and finding practical
solutions is important now. At the end of this period, you would be a stronger individual. The struggles and
challenges that come on your way could be temporary. You and your family would settle the financial issues. You
may have to work hard now, spending more time in your ventures. Its benefits will come to you later. Try to
maintain good relations with all, especially with your colleagues who can turn your rivals now. This is a good time
for learning and teaching! Also, you may find happiness in charity and donations.

16-11-2022 >>>> 16-12-2022

16-12-2022 >>>> 14-1-2023
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Note:Note:
This report is based on the data provided by you and the best possible research support we have received so far.
We do not assume any responsibility for the accuracy or the effect of any decision that may be taken on the basis
of this report.

With best wishes : Astro-Vision Futuretech Pvt.Ltd.
First Floor, White Tower, Kuthappadi Road, Thammanam P.O - 682032

Phone:
+91(India) 6366920680

E-mail:support@clickastro.com
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